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Europe.Volume 18, Issue 1: The way the Federal
Republic of Germany dealt with its past is seen
by some as a role model for many postauthoritarian and post-totalitarian transition
countries in East and West, despite some
downsides of the long process of coping with the
past after the German ?zero hour?. The current
FORUM issue focuses on the comparison of the
specifics of German memory culture with those
of the Eastern European countries, especially
Poland and Russia, since the beginning of their
de-Stalinization debates.Seit 1997 ist das
FORUM fester Bestandteil der
Zeitschriftenlandschaft der Osteuropaforschung.
Neben Fakten der Zeitgeschichte bietet es tiefe
Einblicke in die Ideengeschichte, spiegelt
aktuelle Diskussionen wider und liefert
Rezensionen zu Werken der mittel- und
osteuropäischen Zeitgeschichte. Gerade in den
Rubriken Ideengeschichte und Zeitgeschichte
bietet es mehr als "nur" Geschichte -fächerübergreifend kommen u.a. Politologen,
Literatur-, Rechts- und
Wirtschaftswissenschaftler sowie Philosophen zu
Wort. Das FORUM versteht sich als Brücke
zwischen Ost und West. Durch die Übersetzung
und Veröffentlichung von Dokumenten und
Beiträgen aus dem Russischen, Polnischen und
Tschechischen bietet es dem westlichen Leser
Einblicke in den wissenschaftlichen Diskurs
Osteuropas. Heft 1/2014: Der lange Abschied
vom totalitären Erbe Das Modell der
bundesrepublikanischen
Vergangenheitsbewältigung gilt als Vorbild für
viele postautoritäre bzw. posttotalitäre
Transformationsstaaten in Ost und West,
ungeachtet mancher Schattenseiten des
langwierigen Prozesses der deutschen
Vergangenheitsbewältigung nach der "Stunde
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The German Question-Dirk Verheyen 2018-05-04
The 'German Question,' long a subject of debate,
is considered here at the close of a turbulent
century, after Germany's defeat in two world
wars, the Weimar failure and Nazi disaster, Cold
War division, and the nation's unexpected recent
reunification. This book systematically explores
the issue in terms of its four central dimensions:
Germany's identity, national unity, power, and
role in world politics. Ambitious in conception
and meticulous in execution, Dirk Verheyen's
wide-ranging analysis incorporates historical and
geopolitical considerations in an intellectually
rigorous yet accessible discussion.
Forum für osteuropäische Ideen- und
Zeitgeschichte. 18. Jahrgang, Heft 1 [Germanlanguage Edition]-Leonid Luks 2014-03-01 Since
1997, FORUM is an integral part of the journal
landscape of European Studies. In addition to
facts of contemporary history, it offers deep
insights into the history of ideas, reflects current
discussions, and provides reviews of books on
Central and Eastern European history. Especially
on the history of ideas and contemporary history
it offers more than ?just? history -- e.g.
interdisciplinary discussions by political
scientists, literary, legal, and economic scholars
and philosophers. FORUM sees itself as a bridge
between East and West. Through the translation
and publication of documents and contributions
from Russian, Polish, and Czech researchers it
offers the Western reader insight into the
scientific discourse within Eastern
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Null". Das aktuelle Forum-Heft vergleicht in
seinem thematischen Schwerpunkt die Spezifika
der deutschen Erinnerungskultur mit denjenigen
der osteuropäischen Länder, vor allem Polens
und Russlands, seit dem Beginn der
Entstalinisierungsdebatten.
The German Melting Pot-W. Zank 1998-08-10
From medieval times until today Germany has
been a cocktail of very different peoples and
cultural groups. The components of the 'cocktail'
have changed, but not Germany's character as
such. The many cultural divides have often led to
conflict, once even to genocide, but surprisingly
often cooperation, or at least peaceful
coexistence, has been the characteristic feature.
Against the background of a graphic historical
survey the author analyzes the factors which
have made cooperation possible, or conversely,
have produced conflicts.
Restructuring Hegemony in the Global Political
Economy-Henk W Overbeek 2002-09-26 Since
the late 1970s, the spread of Neo-liberalism and
the failure of socialist economies and systems in
Eastern Europe have resulted in a practically
unchallenged hegemony of international capital
across the globe. Neo-liberalism is now the
dominant ideology, legitimizing the privatisation
of state-controlled economies and the
substitution of the market for social provision
and basic welfare. In Restructuring Hegemony in
the Global Political Economy the authors argue
that this process began with the defeat of the
New International Economic Order, the EuroCommunist ascendency in Western Europe, the
overthrow of the Allende government in Chile,
and culminated in the collapse of practical
socialism. They assert that the victory of neoliberalism is now so complete that its radical
features have come to be accepted as the new
normality.
Party Politics in the New Germany-Geoffrey
Roberts 1997-01-01 A comprehensive, accessible,
and authoritative account of the party systems of
modern Germany, this book covers the period
from 1945 to the present.
The Berlin Republic-Winand Gellner 2004-11-23
Since German unification in October, 1990,
arguments have raged as to whether the
integration process of the former East Germany
into the western system has been a success.
These essays offer fresh insight and perspectives
explaining the effects of unification on Germany
and the EU as a whole.
Vademekum DDR-Forschung-Ulrich Mählert
2002
Das Parlament- 1951
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Der Staat des Grundgesetzes - Kontinuität und
Wandel-Peter Badura 2004 Peter Badura gehort
zu den herausragenden Staatsrechtslehrern
unserer Tage. Sein Werk erfasst und durchdringt
den Staat des Grundgesetzes in einer kaum zu
ubertreffenden wissenschaftlichen Breite und
Tiefe. Am 21. Februar 2004 feiert Peter Badura
seinen siebzigsten Geburtstag. Aus diesem
Anlass widmen ihm Kollegen, Schuler und
Freunde diese Festschrift. Die Beitrage spiegeln
die Breite der Forschungsschwerpunkte des
Jubilars: Sie reichen vom Verfassungsstaat und
der parlamentarischen Demokratie uber Kirche,
Rundfunk und Universitat sowie Wirtschaft und
Verwaltung bis hin zum Europarecht und
internationalen Fragestellungen.
Comparing Party System Change-Jan-Erik Lane
2003-12-16 This volume examines the recent
changes which have occurred in party systems
across Europe. It concludes that parties in many
countries are no longer bare reflections of
traditional social groups. Rather, the structure in
which parties compete is increasingly open and
flexible, and subject to on-going change. The
combination of comparative and individual casestudies provides strong evidence that political
parties remain a potent, if changing, force in
politics throughout Europe.
The Minor Parties of the Federal Republic of
Germany-S.L. Fisher 2012-12-06 Minor parties in
the United States have been studied both
individually and collectively. On the basis of
these studies, social scientists have set forth
certain generalizations concerning the types of
American minor parties, their characteristics,
their functions, and the obstacles they face in the
American party system. However, in their
comparative analysis of political parties, political
scientists have generally limited themselves to
comments about the major parties. This study
examines in detail all the minor parties which
have participated in the national elections of the
Federal Republic of Germany since its inception
in 1949 in light of the descriptive and
explanatory generalizations which have been
formulated about minor parties in the United
States. The purpose of such an analysis is
threefold. First, it provides materials on the West
German minor parties which will be readily
accessible for cross-national research. Second,
through comparisons with the West German
experience, the generalizations pro duced to
explain American minor parties are made more
suitable for comparative analysis. Third, and
most important, it seeks to demonstrate that
some minor parties play an important role in a
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party system and that, therefore, minor parties
should not be ignored in the comparative
analysis of political parties. I am deeply indebted
to Professors William B. Gwyn and James D.
Cochrane for their help on this project. This work
could not have been completed without Professor
Gwyn's guidance and prodding.
International Bibliography of Social ScienceInternational Committee for Social Science
Information and Documentation 1984-03 First
published in 1984. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Germany Turns Eastwards-Michael Burleigh
1990-04-12 A study of relations between the Nazi
regime and contemporary scholarly experts on
Eastern Europe, which eventually put an entire
academic discipline, Ostforchung, or research on
the East, on a path which led to biological racism
and manipulation under the Nazis.
Launching the Grand Coalition-Eric
Langenbacher 2007-01-01 This edited volume,
which brings together the leading experts in
German politics from around the US and
Germany, combines rich descriptive data with
insightful analyses regarding one of the most
dramatic and important election years in postwar
Germany. A variety of more specialized issues
and perspectives is addressed, including the
transatlantic relationship, EU policy, voting
behavior and far Right parties. This book will be
essential reading for students of German,
European and comparative politics.
Vereine, eingetragene Vereine, Dritter-SektorOrganisationen-Neil van Bentem
Gerechtigkeitserleben im wiedervereinigten
Deutschland-Manfred Schmitt 2013-03-09 Mittels
theoretischer und empirischer Untersuchungen
wird gezeigt, daß die ökonomische
Schlechterstellung der neuen Länder
Gerechtigkeitsprobleme aufwirft, die das
individuelle Wohlbefinden und den sozialen
Frieden im wiedervereinigten Deutschland
gefährden. Der vorliegende Band versammelt
Beiträge, in denen die Situation aus der Sicht
psychologischer und soziologischer Theorien
betrachtet und mit Befunden strukturgleicher
empirischer Untersuchungen abgeglichen wird.
Die Beiträge bestätigen das zu vermutende
Konfliktpotential. Gleichzeitig wird die
Wiedervereinigung als historisch einmalige
Chance der grundlagenwissenschaftlichen
Analyse gesellschaftlicher
Transformationsprozesse genutzt. Die
vorgelegten Analysen eröffnen Möglichkeiten der
Politikberatung.
Deutschland-TrendBuch-Karl-Rudolf Korte
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2013-03-09 In welche Richtung treibt das
wiedervereinigte Deutschland? Welche Trends
sind erkennbar? Welche politischen
Handlungsoptionen lassen sich skizzieren? Das
Deutschland-TrendBuch spürt den
gesellschaftlichen, wohlfahrtstaatlichen,
politischen und kulturellen Aspekten der
bundesrepublikanischen Wirklichkeit nach. Die
Trendanalysen der 24 Autoren identifizieren
Problembereiche und entwickeln
Lösungsansätze. Somit eröffnet das TrendBuch
Diskussionen zur Zukunft Deutschlands.
Remembering the German Democratic RepublicD. Clarke 2011-11-08 Memories of and attitudes
to the German Democratic Republic (GDR), or
East Germany, within contemporary Germany
are characterized by their variety and
complexity, whilst the debate over how to
remember the GDR tells us a lot about how
Germans see themselves and their future. This
volume provides a range of international
perspectives.
Rethinking the Weimar Republic-Anthony
McElligott 2013-12-19 “McElligott's impressive
mastery of an enormous body of research guides
him on a distinctive path through the dense
thickets of Weimar historiography to a
provocative new interpretation of the nature of
authority in Germany's first democracy.” Sir Ian
Kershaw, Emeritus Professor of Modern History
at the University of Sheffield, UK This study
challenges conventional approaches to the
history of the Weimar Republic by stretching its
chronological-political parameters from 1916 to
1936, arguing that neither 1918 nor 1933
constituted distinctive breaks in early 20thcentury German history. This book: - Covers all of
the key debates such as inheritance of the past,
the nature of authority and culture - Rethinks
topics of traditional concern such as the
economy, Article 48, the Nazi vote and political
violence - Discusses hitherto neglected areas,
such as provincial life and politics, the role of law
and Republican cultural politics
Die verewigte Stadt-Ralf Georg Czapla 2008 Rom
hat Dichtern und Schriftstellern seit jeher Anlass
zu frenetischem Lob wie zu kritischer
Auseinandersetzung geboten. Diese ambivalente
Wahrnehmung hat sich seit dem Zweiten
Weltkrieg verstärkt. Dieser Band vereinigt die
Vorträge der Tagung «Rom in der deutschen
Literatur nach 1945 / Roma nella letteratura di
lingua tedesca dopo il 1945», die am 22. März
2007 in Rom stattfand. Er befasst sich mit dem
mehrdeutigen Bild Roms, das in der zweiten
Hälfte des 20. Jahrhunderts durch die Revision
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der abstrakten Rom-Vorstellung im Moment der
konkreten Rom-Erfahrung entsteht. Spannend ist
die manchmal äusserst evidente, manchmal eher
verborgene Auseinandersetzung mit der
literarischen Romreise vergangener Epochen.
Dieser Tradition, insbesondere derjenigen der
Goethezeit, stehen die modernen Autoren teils
affirmativ, teils in bewusster Distanznahme
gegenüber, wobei sie den Mythos 'Rom' als
solchen ebenso fortschreiben. Die Beiträge
zeigen auf, wie die Stadt an Zeichenhaftigkeit
gewinnt, sei es für die Aporien moderner und
postmoderner Lebensentwürfe (Bachmann,
Brinkmann, Timm, Zaimoglu), sei es für die
sehnsuchtsvolle Erinnerung an verlorene Größe
(Bergengruen), für den Umgang mit Geschichte
(Andersch, Delius, Koeppen) oder für die Poesie
(Bernhard, Böll, Krausser).
Annuaire Europeen 1999/European Yearbook
1999-Francis Rosenstiel 2001-08-01 The
"European Yearbook" promotes the scientific
study of nineteen European supranational
organisations and the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD). Each
volume contains a detailed survey of the history,
structure and yearly activities of each
organisation and an up-to-date chart providing a
clear overview of the member states of each
organisation. Each volume contains a
comprehensive bibliography covering the year's
relevant publications. This is an indispensable
work of reference for anyone dealing with the
European institutions.
Soziologie und Politische Bildung-Siegfried
Lamnek 2013-03-09
The Nazi Party 1919-1945-Dietrich Orlow
2010-06-23 The only existing in-depth,
exhaustive, and complete history of the Nazi
Party.
Remembering and Rethinking the GDR-A.
Saunders 2012-12-15 Exploring the ways in
which the GDR has been remembered since its
demise in 1989/90, this volume asks how memory
of the former state continues to shape
contemporary Germany. Its contributors offer
multiple perspectives on the GDR and offer new
insights into the complex relationship between
past and present.
Contemporary Germany-Mark Allinson
2014-07-30 Designed for combined Language
and Social Science 2nd and 3rd year courses on
Germany found in departments of, German,
Politics, Modern Language and European
Studies. This book charts the post-war
development of Germany - East & West - through
to reunification and Germany's evolving role in
aus-politik-und-zeitgeschichte

world politics and economics. It combines a
concise yet comprehensive introduction in
English to contemporary German politics, society
& economics with extensive authentic extracts
from German language publications backed up
with specially developed language exercises
The Psychology of War and Peace-Fred van
Houten 2013-06-29 Can a Baby Be an Enemy?
Our world is in a deep, prolonged crisis. The
threat of global nuclear war, the chronic
condition of local wars, the imperilled
environment, and mass star vation are among the
major forms this crisis takes. The dangers of
massive overkill, overexploitation of the
environment, and overpopulation are well known,
but surprisingly little has been said about their
potential interac tions, their bearing upon each
other. If there were to be a nuclear confronta
tion between today's superpowers, it might not
take place in today's world, but in a far less
friendly habitat, such as the world may be some
decades hence. And it need hardly be added that
the era of this particular super power
configuration may be waning rapidly, its place to
be taken by other international arrangements not
necessarily less threatening. To understand and
cope with our situation we need correspondingly
serious reflection. This volume forms a welcome
part of that process. Un avoidably, a large part of
our thinking about the issues of human survival
must be oriented to physical and biological
aspects of the total danger. But it has not
escaped the authors of this book that, coupled
with these aspects, there are profound
psychological dangers, such as loss of the sense
of futu rity, moral deterioration, and a fatalistic
decline in the will to struggle to protect our
home, the Earth.
The East German Leadership and the Division of
Germany-Dirk Spilker 2006-07-13 Would it have
been possible to build a unified and democratic
Germany half a century before the fall of the
Berlin Wall? This book reassesses this question
by exploring Germany's division after the Second
World War from the point of view of the SED, the
communist-led and Soviet-sponsored ruling party
of East Germany. Drawing on unpublished
documents from the SED archives, Dr Spilker
rejects claims that the East German comrades
and their Soviet masters had abandoned their
struggle for socialism and were willing to accept
a democratic Germany in exchange for a pledge
to neutrality. He argues that the communists'
sudden switch to a multi-party approach at the
end of the war was a tactical move inspired not
by a desire for compromise but by the mistaken
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belief that they could win political hegemony and the chance to introduce socialism throughout
Germany - through the ballot box. Communist
optimism, as this book shows, rested on specific
assumptions about the situation after the war, all
of which revolved around the prospect of political
instability and social unrest in West Germany.
The comrades in East Berlin did not just say that
their regime would ultimately prevail, they
genuinely believed it. Nor should their hopes be
dismissed as a mere fantasy. In the aftermath of
the war, the economic gap between the two
Germanies was still relatively narrow and West
Germany's future success as a magnet for the
people in East Germany was by no means
guaranteed.
Nation and National Identity-Hanspeter Kriesi
2004 The contributions to this volume are
divided into three parts, each introduced by one
of the editors, plus a general introduction which
discusses the peculiarities of the Swiss case of
state formation and nation building. The five
chapters of Part I provide an idea of the variety
of approaches and perspectives which currently
exist in the study of nationhood and national
identity. The authors of these contributions
clarify basic concepts; show the deep and
intractable ambiguity of classic distinctions; and
point to new forces within nation-states which
have seriously weakened their internal cohesion.
All of these considerations give rise to new
challenges for nationalist representations of the
world and established institutions of social
integration. Under present conditions, national
identity and political solidarity have to compete
with other, crosscutting ways of creating
boundaries: ethnic and cultural fragmentation,
gender and sexual divides, or divisions in the
labor market. In Part II, the recent experiences
of a selected number of countries - Belgium,
Austria, Germany, Croatia, and Israel - are
presented to illustrate the great diversity of
current challenges to national identities.
Processes such as globalization and European
integration have had an impact on all of them,
but mobilization by regional movements,
reunification of separate territorial parts, the
differentiation of formerly homogeneous ethnic
identities, the sequels of war, and the countryspecific historical legacies, interact with these
global processes to constitute many different
challenges for national identities and nationhood.
Finally, the two contributions in Part III show
that the process of European integration gives
rise to different images and fulfills different
functions for the various nations involved, but it
aus-politik-und-zeitgeschichte

has not yet been able to shape a new European
identity.
The Course of German Nationalism-Hagen
Schulze 1991-03-21 The arduous path from the
colorful diversity of the Holy Roman Empire to
the Prussian-dominated German nation-state,
Bismarck's German Empire of 1871, led through
revolutions, wars and economic upheavals, but
also through the cultural splendor of German
Classicism and Romanticism. Hagen Schulze
takes a fresh look at late eighteenth and
nineteenth century German history, explaining it
as the interaction of revolutionary forces from
below and from above, of economics, politics, and
culture. None of the results were predetermined,
and yet their outcome was of momentous
significance for all of Europe, if not the world.
United City, Divided Memories?-Dirk Verheyen
2008 United City, Divided Memories? focuses on
the basic question of how Berlin today deals with
three specific Cold War-era legacies: the
presence of the four Great Powers, the East
German Stasi, and the Berlin Wall. Dirk Verheyen
looks at monuments, museums, and memorial
sites as illustrations of Berlin's struggle to craft
an effective shared identity that ties together its
western and eastern halves. Verheyen's
comprehensive and critical analysis is considered
against the broader background of Germany's
efforts at coming to grips with its dual twentiethcentury totalitarian past. This book demonstrates
that important elements of east-west contrast
linger and complicate the city's efforts at crafting
a more definitively future-oriented united
identity. United City, Divided Memories? will
stimulate debate among German studies
scholars, as well as among those interested in
German history and cultural studies.
European Year Book-Council of Europe/Conseil
de L'Europe 1983-07-01 The "European
Yearbook" promotes the scientific study of
nineteen European supranational organisations
and the OECD. The series offers a detailed
survey of the history, structure and yearly
activities of each organisation and an up-to-date
overview of the member states of each
organisation. This special anniversary volume
celebrates 60 years of publication of the
Yearbook, and its contents differs from that of
the regular volumes therefore. It offers a
selection of the most important articles, dealing
with European cooperation and integration, to
appear in the Yearbook during its 60 years of
publication. These are of particular interest not
only because they provide a unique historical
snapshot of the many successes (and occasional
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failures) in the field of European integration but
also because they discuss the ideals and aims
that lay behind these efforts, many of which still
resonate today as Europe confronts questions
about its political destiny and ideal shape. This
volume contains articles in English and French."
Referenden, Wahlrechtsreformen und politische
Akteure im Strukturwandel des italienischen
Parteiensystems-Markus Schäfer 1998
Divided Loyalties-Peter Davies 2000 This study
aims to shed light on the relationship of writers
with power in East Germany by setting their
work in the context of Soviet and SED German
policy after 1945. Peter Davies provides an
analysis of the politics of German division as it
affected visions of German national identity
within the East German artistic community, and
shows how this can give us a profound insight
into contentious questions of artistic `dissidence'
and `conformity'. The second part of the study
develops these ideas through a series of case
studies of important individuals such as Johannes
R. Becher, Peter Huchel, Bertolt Brecht and
Hanns Eisler, analysing the complexities of their
relationship with the power structures and
ideology of the East German state in the
institutional context of the Deutsche Akademie
der Kunste. The study concludes with an account
of the consequences of the June 1953 uprising for
these artists' view of their role in the GDR.
China- 2010
Military Policies and Policing in Kosova Since
1999-Enver Sopjani 2011 Whenever and
wherever they intervene, international peacekeeping and stabilization missions are generally
faced with complex challenges and situations
involving a high degree of uncertainty, for the
mastering of which there appears to be no
generic solution. Such missions, as devoid of
alternatives as they may be in their respective
situations, often draw much criticism and little
praise upon themselves, and can often
"successfully fail." The "case of Kosova" is no
exception here. This book analyzes the military
policies and policing carried out by the
international community in Kosova. In great
detail and with great expertise, it explains which
events and developments have shaped the
conflict-ridden juxtaposition of international and
Kosovan institutions, and it provides perspectives
on the future of the country. (Series:
Internationale Politik - Vol. 5)
Sweeping the German Nation-Nancy R. Reagin
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2006-10-09 Is cleanliness next to Germanness, as
some 19th century nationalists insisted? This
book explores the relationship between gender
roles, domesticity, and German national identity
between 1870–1945. After German unification,
approaches to household management that had
originally emerged among the bourgeoisie
became central to German national identity by
1914. Thrift, order, and extreme cleanliness,
along with particular domestic markers (such as
the linen cabinet) and holiday customs, were
used by many Germans to define the distinctions
between themselves and neighboring cultures.
What was bourgeois at home became German
abroad, as 'German domesticity' also helped to
define and underwrite colonial identities in
Southwest Africa and elsewhere. After 1933, this
idealized notion of domestic Germanness was
racialized and incorporated into an array of Nazi
social politics. In occupied Eastern Europe
during WWII Nazi women's groups used these
approaches to household management in their
attempts to 'Germanize' Eastern European
women who were part of a large-scale project of
population resettlement and ethnic cleansing.
Responding to Environmental Conflicts:
Implications for Theory and Practice-Eileen
Petzold-Bradley 2012-12-06 A comprehensive
tour d'horizon of the debate on the environment
and security, focusing on the various policy
options for building peace and preventing
environmental conflict. Experts from the areas
survey the key environmental challenges in
Eastern and Central European states and those
of the former Soviet Union, extending the debate
to such regions as the Balkans, the Black Sea and
Central Europe. This is the first time such
extensive case study research has been reported
for these regions. Both practical and theoretical
approaches to the debate are presented, within a
multi-disciplinary framework, the contributors
ranging from academic experts involved with
peace and conflict research to actual policy
makers active in the fields of environmental and
security policy. Readership: Experts already
working in the relevant disciplines, both
academic and governmental, as well as those
seeking an introduction to the various policy
fields. A graduate-level study text, excellent
survey for policy makers and an academic
contribution to ongoing studies.
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